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A Historic and Important 
Societal Debate is underway…

Public Policy Collision Course
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The Research Value of De-identified Health Data
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“Public Health has Additional Ethical 
Complexities that Must Be Balanced”
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Inter-connections and “Feed-back Loops”
Add Special Complexity to Public Health Ethics
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Epidemic Feedback Loops Create 
“Systems-Level” Dynamics that Impact Outcomes 

for the Entire Population 

Example: Breaking our population’s 
“Herd Immunity” by letting vaccination levels fall 

below critical levels 
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When public health feedback loops change “systems-level” outcomes, 
and our ability to maximize the good for the entire population from the 
simple sum of the parts, we must additionally consider how to balance 

“public good” with individual rights and protections.

Balancing Ethical Principles
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Two Methods of HIPAA De-identification



HIPAA §164.514(b)(2)(i) -18 “Safe Harbor” Exclusions 
All of the following must be removed in order for the information to be considered de-identified.

(2)(i) The following identifiers of the individual or of relatives, employers, or household members of 
the individual, are removed:

(A) Names;
(B) All geographic subdivisions smaller than a State, including street address, city, county, precinct, zip code, and their 

equivalent geocodes, except for the initial three digits of a zip code if, according to the current publicly available 
data from the Bureau of the Census: (1) The geographic unit formed by combining all zip codes with the same three 
initial digits contains more than 20,000 people; and (2) The initial three digits of a zip code for all such geographic 
units containing 20,000 or fewer people is changed to 000.

(C) All elements of dates (except year) for dates directly related to an individual, including birth date, admission date, 
discharge date, date of death; and all ages over 89 and all elements of dates (including year) indicative of such age, 
except that such ages and elements may be aggregated into a single category of age 90 or older;

(D) Telephone numbers;
(E) Fax numbers;
(F) Electronic mail addresses;
(G) Social security numbers;
(H) Medical record numbers;
(I) Health plan beneficiary numbers;
(J) Account numbers;
(K) Certificate/license numbers;
(L) Vehicle identifiers and serial numbers, including license plate numbers;
(M) Device identifiers and serial numbers;
(N) Web Universal Resource Locators (URLs);
(O) Internet Protocol (IP) address numbers;
(P) Biometric identifiers, including finger and voice prints;
(Q) Full face photographic images and any comparable images; and

(R) Any other unique identifying number, characteristic, or code except as permitted in §164.514(c)
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HIPAA §164.514(b)(1) “Expert Determination”

Health Information is not individually 
identifiable if:
A person with appropriate knowledge of and 
experience with generally accepted statistical and 
scientific principles and methods for rendering
information not individually identifiable:

(i) Applying such principles and methods, determines 
that the risk is very small that the information could 
be used, alone or in combination with other 
reasonably available information, by an anticipated 
recipient to identify an individual who is a subject of 
the information; and (ii) Documents the methods and 
results of the analysis that justify such determination;
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Record Linkage

Revealed
Data

Name Address Gender Age
(YoB) …

Dx
Codes

Px 
Codes ...Gender Age

(YoB) ...

Identifiers
Quasi-
Identifiers
(Keys)

Population Register (w/ IDs)
(e.g. Voter Registration)

Sample 
Data file

Record Linkage is achieved by matching records in 
separate data sets that have a common “Key” or set 
of data fields. 
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^Quasi-identifiers^



Population
Uniques

Sample
Uniques LinksSample

Records
Population

Records

Records that are not unique in
the sample cannot be unique in 
the population and, thus, aren’t 

at definitive risk of being 
identified

Records that are not in the sample 
also aren’t at risk of being 

identified 

Records that are unique in the sample
but which aren’t unique in the population, would 

match with more than one record in the population, 
and only have a probability of being identified Only records that are unique in   

the sample and the population are 
at risk of being identified with 
exact linkage

Linkage Risks
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Data Source: 2010 U.S. Decennial Census

Graph ©  DB-J 2013 

† HIPAA Safe Harbor does not permit any Dates more specific than the year,
or Geographic Units smaller than 3-digit Zip Codes (Z3).  

†

* 4/10,000
*HIPAA Safe Harbor Risk Estimate
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Misconceptions about HIPAA De-identified Data: 

“It doesn’t work…” “easy, cheap, powerful re-
identification” (Ohm, 2009 “Broken Promises of Privacy”)

*Pre-HIPAA Re-identification Risks {Zip5, Birth date, 
Gender} able to identify 87%?, 63%, 28%? of US 
Population (Sweeney, 2000, Golle, 2006, Sweeney, 2013 )

Reality: HIPAA compliant de-identification provides 
important privacy protections

— Safe harbor re-identification risks have been estimated at 
0.04% (4 in 10,000) (Sweeney, NCVHS Testimony, 2007)

Reality: Under HIPAA de-identification requirements,  
re-identification is expensive and time-consuming to 
conduct, requires substantive computer/mathematical 
skills, is rarely successful, and usually uncertain as to 
whether it has actually succeeded
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Misconceptions about HIPAA De-identified Data: 

“It works perfectly and permanently…”

Reality: 
—Perfect de-identification is not possible.
—De-identifying does not free data from all 

possible subsequent privacy concerns.
—Data is never permanently “de-identified”… 

There is no 100% guarantee that de-identified 
data will remain de-identified regardless of 
what you do with it after it is de-identified.
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“De-identification leads to 
information loss which may limit 
the usefulness of the resulting 
health information” (p.8, HHS De-ID Guidance 

Nov  26, 2012)



Balancing Disclosure Risk/Statistical Accuracy

 Balancing disclosure risks and statistical accuracy is 
essential because some popular de-identification 
methods (e.g. k-anonymity) can unnecessarily, and 
often undetectably, degrade the accuracy of de-
identified data for multivariate statistical analyses or 
data mining (distorting variance-covariance matrixes, 
masking heterogeneous sub-groups which have been 
collapsed in generalization protections)

 This problem is well-understood by statisticians, but not 
as well recognized and integrated within public policy.

 Poorly conducted de-identification can lead to “bad 
science” and “bad decisions”.
Reference: C. Aggarwal http://www.vldb2005.org/program/paper/fri/p901-aggarwal.pdf
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Other Other

De-identification Can Hide Important Differences
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Percent of Regression Coefficients 
which changed Significance: 



If this is what we are going to do to our ability 
to conduct accurate research – then… we 
should all just give up and go home.

 Although poorly conducted de-identification can distort 
our ability to learn what is true leading to “bad 
science/decisions”, this does not need to be an 
inevitable outcome.

 Well-conducted de-identification practice always 
carefully considers both the re-identification risk context 
and examines and controls the possible distortion to 
the statistical accuracy and utility of the de-identified 
data to assure de-identified data has been 
appropriately and usefully de-identified.

 But doing this requires a firm understanding/grounding 
in the extensive body of the statistical disclosure 
control/limitation literature.   
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Data Privacy Concerns are Far Too Important (and Complex) 
to be summed up with Catch Phrases or “Anecdata”

Eye-catching headlines and twitter-buzz announcing 
“There’s No Such Thing as Anonymous Data” might draw 
the public’s attention to broader and important concerns
about data privacy in this era of “Big Data”, 

but such statements are essentially meaningless, even 
misleading, for further generalization without consideration 
of the specific de/re-identification contexts -- including the 
precise data details (e.g., number of variables, resolution of 
their coding schemas, special data properties, such as 
spatial/geographic detail, network properties, etc.) de-identification 
methods applied, and associated experimental design for re-
identification attack demonstrations.

Good Public Policy demands reliable scientific evidence…
22
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Unfortunately, de-
identification public 
policy has often 
been driven by 
largely anecdotal 
and limited 
evidence, and re-
identification 
demonstration 
attacks targeted to 
particularly 
vulnerable 
individuals, which 
fail to provide 
reliable evidence 
about real world re-
identification risks
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“Y-STR Surname” Attack Headlines
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Given the inherent extremely large combinatorics of genomic 
data nested within inheritance networks which determine 
how genomic traits (and surnames) are shared with our 
ancestors/descendants, the degree to which such information 
could be meaningfully “de-identified” are non-trivial.

http://blogs.law.harvard.edu/billofhealth/2013/05/22/re-identification-is-not-the-problem-the-delusion-of-de-identification-is-re-identification-symposium/
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WA State Hospital 
Discharge Attack

40/648,384 
= 1/16,200
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“Personal Genome Project” Attack

103 (18%) of 
the persons in 
study had 
their names 
embedded 
within their 
data files. 
These 
“anonyomous” 
names were 
used to help 
re-identify.
Without 
names only 
28% could be 
re-identified 
by Zip5,Sex & 
DoB.  



• Publicized attacks are on data without HIPAA/SDL de-identification protection.
• Many attacks targeted especially vulnerable subgroups and did not use sampling to assure 

representative results.
• Press reporting often portrays re-identification as broadly achievable, when there isn’t any 

reliable evidence supporting this portrayal.

Re-identification Demonstration Attack Summary
Used
Stat. 

Sampling



 For Ohm’s famous “Broken Promises” attacks (Weld, AOL, 
Netflix) a total of n=4 people were re-identified out of 1.25 
million.

 For attacks against HIPAA de-identified data (ONC, 
Heritage*), a total of n=2 people were re-identified out of 
128 thousand. 
 ONC Attack Quasi-identifers: Zip3, YoB, Gender, Marital Status, 

Hispanic Ethnicity 
 Heritage Attack Quasi-identifiers*: Age, Sex, Days in Hospital, 

Physician Specialty, Place of Service, CPT Procedure Codes, Days 
Since First Claim, ICD-9 Diagnoses (*not complete list of data available for adversary 
attack)

 Both were “adversarial” attacks.  
 For all attacks listed, a total of n=268 were re-identified out 

of 327 million opportunities. 
Let’s get some perspective on this…
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Re-identification Demonstration Attack Summary



.

Obviously, This slide is BLACK

So clearly, De-identification Doesn’t Work.
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“When a re-identification 
attack has been brought to 
life, our assessment of the 

probability of it actually 
being implemented in the 

real-world may 
subconsciously become 
100%, which is highly 
distortive of the true 

risk/benefit calculus that 
we face.” – DB-J

Precautionary Principle or
Paralyzing Principle?



What can we conclude from the empirical evidence provided 
by these 11 highly influential re-identification attacks?

—The proportion of demonstrated re-identifications is extremely 
small.

—Which does not imply data re-identification risks are 
necessarily very small (especially if the data has not been 
subject to Statistical Disclosure Limitation methods). 

—But with only 268 re-identifications made out of 327 million 
opportunities, Ohm’s “Broken Promises” assertion that 
“scientists have demonstrated they can often re-identify with 
astonishing ease” seems rather dubious.

—It also seems clear that the state of “re-identification science”, 
and the “evidence”, it has provided needs to be dramatically 
improved in order to better support good public policy regarding 
data de-identification. 
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Re-identification Science Policy Short-comings:

6 ways in which “Re-identification Science” has (thus far) 
typically failed to best support sound public policies:

1. Attacking only trivially “straw man” de-identified data, 
where modern statistical disclosure control methods 
(like HIPAA) weren’t used.

2. Targeting only especially vulnerable subpopulations and 
failing to use statistical random samples to provide 
policy-makers with representative re-identification risks 
for the entire population.

3. Making bad (often worst-case) assumptions and then 
failing to provide evidence to justify assumptions. 
Corollary: Not designing experiments to show the boundaries 
where de-identification finally succeeds.
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Re-identification Science Policy Short-comings:
6 ways in which “Re-identification Science” has (thus far) 
typically failed to support sound public policies (Cont’d):

4. Failing to distinguish between sample uniqueness, 
population uniqueness and re-identifiability (i.e., the 
ability to correctly link population unique observations 
to identities).

5. Failing to fully specify relevant threat models (using 
data intrusion scenarios that account for all of the 
motivations, process steps, and information required to 
successfully complete the re-identification attack for 
the members of the population).

6. Unrealistic emphasis on absolute “Privacy Guarantees” 
and failure to recognize unavoidable trade-offs between 
data privacy and statistical accuracy/utility.
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Supplementing Technical Data De-identification 
with Legal/Administrative Controls
However, in many cases, because of the possibility of highly-
targeted demonstration attacks, arriving at solutions which will 
appropriately preserve the statistical accuracy and utility will 
also require that we supplement our statistical disclosure 
limitation “technical” data de-identification methods with 
additional legal and administrative controls.

39
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Prob(Re-identification) = 
Prob(Re-ident|Attempt)*Prob(Attempt)

Note that Prob(Attempt) & Prob(Reident|Attempt) are 
actually not likely to be independent - higher re-
identification probabilities are likely to increase re-
identification attempts.

 Some very useful frameworks exist for characterizing 
Data Intrusion Scenarios:
— Elliot & Dale, 1999, Duncan & Elliot Chapter 2, 2011

 We can frame the Prob(Attempt) in terms of: 
Motivation, Resources, Data Access, Attack Methods, 
Quasi-identifier Properties and Sets, Data Divergence 
Issues, and Probability of Success, Consequences and 
Alternatives for Goal Achievement

Data Intrusion Scenarios:



Recommended De-identified Data Use Requirements
Recipients of De-identified Data should be required to: 

1)Not re-identify, or attempt to re-identify, or allow to 
be re-identified, any patients or individuals within the 
data, or their relatives, family or household members.

2)Not link any other data elements to the data without 
obtaining determination that the data remains de-
identified.

3) Implement and maintain appropriate data security 
and privacy policies, procedures and associated 
physical, technical and administrative safeguards to 
assure that it is accessed only by authorized personnel
and will remain de-identified.

4) Assure that all personnel or parties with access to the 
data agree to abide by all of the foregoing conditions
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Data Privacy Must Become A “Systems Science”

 Paul Ohm described a dystopic vision that all information is effectively 
PII and that the failure of perfect de-identification would lead us 
through cycles of accretive re-identification toward a universal 
“database of ruin”. 

 This misconception ignores the underlying mathematical realities which 
indicate that when modern statistical disclosure limitation (SDL) 
methods can be used to effectively de-identify data, we will have 
resulting increases in “false positive” re-identifications.

 Such false positive linkages will practically prevent the ability of such 
systemic “crystallization” of iteratively linked de-identified data into 
accurate dossiers for the very vast majority of the population. 

 Because of this de-identification, although imperfectly protective, is 
critical for reaching reasonable solutions which can continue to offer 
pragmatic and sustainable data obscurity in the evolving era of big 
data.
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Data Privacy Must Become A “Systems Science”

 Modern SDL-based de-identification essential protections for 
preventing mass re-identification at scale and positions advocating for 
wholesale abandonment of de-identification due to less-than-perfect 
efficacy discard one of data privacy’s most effective tools for an 
idealistic hope of perfect privacy protections makes “perfect the 
enemy of the good”.

 Systems perspective using uncertainty analyses can help to apply 
consistent and rigorous probabilistic methods accounting for our 
uncertainty about the efficacy of various technical, administrative and 
legal protections at different stages in data intrusion scenarios to 
demonstrate that combining these methods can lead to useful 
assurance that (admittedly less than perfect) de-identification can still 
provide useful protections without resorting to only worst case 
scenarios about data intruder’s knowledge.
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Additional Re-identification Attack Review References
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• http://blogs.law.harvard.edu/billofhealth/2013/05/29/public-policy-
considerations-for-recent-re-identification-demonstration-attacks-on-
genomic-data-sets-part-1-re-identification-symposium/

• https://blogs.law.harvard.edu/billofhealth/2013/10/01/press-and-
reporting-considerations-for-recent-re-identification-demonstration-
attacks-part-2-re-identification-symposium/

• http://blogs.law.harvard.edu/billofhealth/2013/10/02/ethical-
concerns-conduct-and-public-policy-for-re-identification-and-de-
identification-practice-part-3-re-identification-symposium/

Online Symposium on the Law, Ethics & Science of 
Re-identification Demonstrations
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https://blogs.law.harvard.edu/billofhealth/2013/10/01/press-and-reporting-considerations-for-recent-re-identification-demonstration-attacks-part-2-re-identification-symposium/
http://blogs.law.harvard.edu/billofhealth/2013/10/02/ethical-concerns-conduct-and-public-policy-for-re-identification-and-de-identification-practice-part-3-re-identification-symposium/
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Dateline: May 18, 1996 

 Massachusetts Governor William Weld was about to 
receive an honorary doctorate degree from Bentley 
College and give the keynote graduation address.

 Unbeknownst to him, he would instead make a 
critical contribution to the privacy of our health 
information. As he stepped forward to the podium, it 
wasn't what Weld said that now protects your health 
privacy, but rather what he did: 

 Weld teetered and collapsed unconscious before a 
shocked audience. Weld's contribution to this story 
essentially ended here. 

William Weld Re-identification



In the News: 1996
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Massachusetts Governor William Weld Collapses 
During Commencement
By Martin Finucane AP (as run in Seattle Times)  May 21, 1996
WALTHAM, Mass. - Massachusetts Gov. William Weld collapsed yesterday during 
commencement at Bentley College, but doctors said they found nothing seriously 
wrong with him. The 50-year-old governor had just received an honorary doctorate of 
law when he fainted. "He fell headfirst (toward the podium), but they caught him," said 
Bill Petras, a graduating senior who sat five rows back from the stage. Weld was briefly 
unconscious, but was alert by the time he was lifted onto a stretcher and taken to an 
ambulance. The crowd applauded and Weld waved. Moments before fainting, Weld had 
started shaking as he approached the podium, Petras said.

Weld, a Republican who is challenging U.S. Sen. John Kerry for his Senate seat in 
November, had been scheduled to give the keynote address at Bentley's undergraduate 
commencement, but never got a chance to speak. "Right now, it looks like maybe the 
flu," said Pam Jonah, one of Weld's press aides, adding that he would stay in 
Deaconess-Waltham Hospital for 24 hours of observation. Doctors said they 
performed an electrocardiogram, a chest X-ray and blood tests, but found no 
immediate cause for concern.



Ohm’s Account of Weld Re-identification Attack

20

"At the time GIC released the data, William 
Weld, then Governor of Massachusetts, 
assured the public that GIC had protected 
patient privacy by deleting identifiers. In 
response, then-graduate student Sweeney 
started hunting for the Governor’s hospital 
records in the GIC data. She knew that 
Governor Weld resided in Cambridge, 
Massachusetts, a city of 54,000 residents and 
seven ZIP codes…” 

Paul Ohm, 2010 Broken Promises of Privacy, UCLA Law Rev. 
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“…For twenty dollars, she purchased the complete 
voter rolls from the city of Cambridge, a database 
containing, among other things, the name, address, 
ZIP code, birth date, and sex of every voter. By 
combining this data with the GIC records, Sweeney 
found Governor Weld with ease. Only six people in 
Cambridge shared his birth date, only three of them 
men, and of them, only he lived in his ZIP code. In a 
theatrical flourish, Dr. Sweeney sent the Governor’s 
health records (which included diagnoses and 
prescriptions) to his office."

Paul Ohm, 2010 Broken Promises of Privacy, UCLA Law Rev. 

Ohm’s Account of Weld Re-identification Attack



Reality Check
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U.S. Census Data Comparison for 1990 & 2000 

U.S. Census Population Counts and
Estimated 1996-97 Total Population for Cambridge, MA

Percent

Total Cambridge, MA Population in 2000 Census 101,391

Total Cambridge, MA Population 1996-1997* 99,435 100%

Total Cambridge, MA Population in 1990 Census 95,802

Individuals in 1997 List Used for Weld Attack 54,805 55%

Estimated Unlisted Population 44,630 45%

Cambridge, MA Population and “Registered Voters” at Time of 
1996-97 Weld /Cambridge Attack

Almost half of the Cambridge population could not have 
possibly been re-identified with the voter registration list.



Weld/Cambridge Attack
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Estimated Proportion of the Cambridge Population 
subject to potential re-identification Risk

Estimated using
the “Pigeon-hole
Principle” Method
(See Golle 2006)
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 Weld was extremely easy to re-identify within the GIC 
hospitalization data for Massachusetts employees for 
several reasons. 
 He was state employee and publicly known to have been 

hospitalized, so one could expect that Weld's hospital 
billing data would be within the GIC hospital data set. 
 This foreknowledge would not likely exist for random re-

identification targets unknown to an imagined "data intruder". 
 For a randomly selected target, a data intruder would be 

unlikely to know whether any chance target individual was a 
state employee or had been recently hospitalized.

 Weld was also sure to be registered to vote and publicly 
known to reside in Cambridge so he could be found in 
the Cambridge Voter Registration list. 
 This foreknowledge would not exist for random re-identification 

targets.

How Typical was Weld’s Re-identification?



Myth of the “Perfect Population Register” 

The critical part of many re-identification efforts that is 
often assumed by disclosure scientists is the assumption 
of a perfect population register.

 All Population registers will have data errors and be 
incomplete to some extent. (e.g. Nationwide voter 
registration levels typically are about 70%)
—However, some types of data errors are more critical than 

others.
—Persons who are not included in population registers will not 

have identifiers which can be linked to identify them.
 Persons who are not in a population register can not re-

identified, but they also indirectly reduce the probability of 
correct re-identification for others.

 If only one person within a quasi-identifier set is missing from 
the population register, then the probability of correct re-
identification drops to 50%; if two persons are missing, then the 
probability of correct re-identification is 33% , and so on. 
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Re-identification Failure and Success Conditions
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Note:
Figure illustrates 
only those 
limited cases 
where only one 
or two persons 
with shared 
"quasi-identifier" 
characteristics 
exist in either 
the healthcare 
data set or in the 
voter registration 
list. 
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Note that in Row 5 on previous slide: 
 Every person not within the voter list is 

directly protected from re-identification. 
 Furthermore, their absence from the 

population register also reduces the 
probability that others who share their 
quasi-identifier set would be correctly re-
identified. 

This is an extremely important limitation on 
re-identification when imperfect population 
registers are used. 

Myth of the “Perfect Population Register” 
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 Without the important advantage of the public  
information regarding Weld's hospitalization, a data 
intruder would have had to go through a daunting 
process of making sure that there were not any other 
males living in the ZIP code 02138 at the time of Weld's 
collapse who were born on Weld's birthday in order to 
be certain that Weld was correctly re-identified using 
such a voter list attack method. 

 There were approximately 35,000 persons living in ZIP 
code 02138 in 1997. 

 It is difficult to imagine how a lone data intruder would 
have had the ability to complete this essential step in 
the re-identification process. 

Myth of the “Perfect Population Register” 
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Weld/Cambridge Attack

Estimated using
the “Pigeon-hole
Principle” Method
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While somewhat better than a flip of a coin, this 
62-66% probability of accurate re-identification
yields little confidence that Weld could actually 
be "re-identified" on the basis of the voter 
linkage attack. 

There was apparently about a 35% chance that 
the alleged re-identification was incorrect. 

Most people reading that Weld was re-identified 
using voter data are likely to assume that this 
"re-identification" was made with certainty and 
had been definitively accomplished via the 
linkage with voter data. 

Weld “Re-identified” with Voter List?
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 Even if we take Weld's "re-identification" as a 
probabilistic statement, a 35% chance for error 
greatly exceeds the usual p-value standards of 
1% percent (or even 5%) for "statistical 
significance“.

Raises a important question – How we should 
define re-identification? 

Without the news coverage regarding Weld's 
public collapse and hospitalization, his "re-
identification" might have never become the 
touchstone for privacy reform that it has 
become today. 

Weld “Re-identified” with Voter List?
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 It’s difficult to overstate the influence of the Weld/ 
Cambridge voter list attack on U.S. health privacy policy -
it had a clear impact on the development of the de-
identification provisions within HIPAA Privacy Rule.

 The Weld re-identification has served an important 
illustration of privacy risks that were not adequately 
controlled prior to the advent of the HIPAA Privacy Rule in 
2003. 

 It is now quite clear that simple combinations of high -
resolution variables (like birthdates and ZIP codes) can 
put an unacceptable portion of the population at risk for 
potential re-identification. 

Influence of Weld Re-identification on HIPAA



AOL Re-identification Attack
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Full Heritage Prize Data Elements
A. Members Table: 

1. MemberID (a unique member ID)
2. AgeAtFirstClaim (member's age when first claim was made in the Data Set period)
3. Sex

B. Claims Table: 
1. MemberID
2. ProviderID (the ID of the doctor or specialist providing the service)
3. Vendor (the company that issues the bill)
4. PCP (member's primary care physician)
5. Year (the year of the claim, Y1, Y2, Y3)
6. Specialty
7. PlaceSvc (place where the member was treated)
8. PayDelay (the delay between the claim and the day the claim was paid for)
9. LengthOfStay
10. DSFS (days since first service that year)
11. PrimaryConditionGroup (a generalization of the primary diagnosis codes)
12. CharlsonIndex (a generalization of the diagnosis codes in the form of a categorized comorbidity 
score)
13. ProcedureGroup (a generalization of the CPT code or treatment code)
14. SupLOS (a flag that indicates if LengthOfStay is null because it has been suppressed)

C. Labs Table, contains certain details of lab tests provided to members.
D. RX Table, contains certain details of prescriptions filled by members.
E. DaysInHospital Tables, contains the number of days of hospitalization for each eligible member during 

Y2 and Y3 and includes: 
1. MemberID
2. ClaimsTruncated (a flag for members who have had claims suppressed. If the flag is 1 for member xxx in 
DaysInHospital_Y2, some claims for member xxx will have been suppressed in Y1).
3. DaysInHospital (the number of days in hospital Y2 or Y3, as applicable).
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The Narayan/Shmatikov
“Netflix” algorithm is an
intelligently designed 

advance for re-identification
methods. However, scrutiny

is warranted for the 
experimental design and
associated information 

assumptions when considering
how robust the algorithm

really is and other conditions
in which it might work well.
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Where’s experiment with 1 Ratings, No Dates,
Uniform movie selection, and a movie

error allowance appropriate for watched 
vs. rated distinction?
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Cell Data Uniqueness

Sample Unique ≠ Re-identifiable
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NYC Taxi Data Attack

Unsalted Crypto-Hash
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NYC Taxi Data Attack
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January 2015
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Credit Card 
Data Uniqueness



Sample Unique ≠ Re-identifiable
1.1 Million = small sample fraction 

Barth-Jones, et.al.



Challenge: Subtraction Geography
(i.e., Geographical Differencing)

Challenge: Data recipients often request reporting 
on more than one geography (e.g., both State and 
3 digit Zip code).

 Subtraction Geography creates disclosure risk 
problems when more than one geography is 
reported for the same area and the geographies 
overlap.  

Also called geographical differencing, this 
problem occurs when the multiple overlapping 
geographies are used to reveal smaller areas for 
re-identification searches.
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Example: OHIO Core-based Statistical Areas

Indiana

Kentucky

West Virginia

Pennsylvannia

Columbus, OH

Toledo, OH

Dayton, OH

Akron, OH

Cincinnati-
Middletown, 

OH-KY-IN

Cleveland-
Elyria-

Mentor, OH

Huntington-
Ashland, 

WV-KY-OH

Wheeling, WV-OH

Parkersburg-
Marietta, WV-OH

Canton-Massillon, OH

Youngstown-
Warren-

Boardman, OH-PA

Lima, 
OH

Point Pleasant, WV-OH

Mansfield, 
OH Weirton-Steubenville, WV-OH

Sandusky, OH

There are 7 CBSAs in Ohio which 
Cross into 4 Border States 

1

2

3

4

5

6

7
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Tennessee – ZCTA5 Populations

Population



Tennessee – County Populations

Population



Tennessee – ZCTA5 X County Populations

Population



New York
ZCTA5 Populations

Population



New York
ZCTA3 Populations

Population



New York
ZCTA5 Collapse 
Populations

Population



Challenge: “Geoproxy” Attacks

Challenge: Data intruders can use Geographic 
Information Systems (GIS) to determine the likely 
locations of patients from the locations of their 
healthcare providers
— Retail Pharmacy Locations
— Physician or Healthcare Provider Locations
— Hospital Locations

Geoproxy attacks have become much easier to 
conduct using newly available tools (e.g., Web 
2.0 mapping “Mash-up” technology) on the 
internet.
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Challenge: Geoproxy Attacks

Example: Patient location as revealed within data set, 
but further narrowed to probable “hotspots” by using 
healthcare provider location data

Patient X resides in ZCTA5 60178

Chicago

ZCTA3=601
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Hospital visits

Outpatient/Office visits

Pharmacy visits

Challenge: 
Geoproxy Attacks
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Directional (Standard Deviation Ellipse) distributions 
and  “Hot Spot” analysis (Z-score color coding zip codes 
for Getis-Ord Gi* statistics) 

Chicago

60178

Challenge: Geoproxy Attacks
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http://demographics.coopercenter.org/DotMap/index.html
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De-identification policy is the subject of considerable 
controversy because it must balance important risks and 
benefits to individuals and societies and both sides of 
this question are subject to important uncertainties and 
competing values.

Essential to recognize that complex social, 
psychological, economic and political motivations can 
underlie whether re-identification attempts are made.

Quantitative Policy Analyses have been used for decades 
by many government agencies (EPA, Energy Dept.) to 
help address challenging policy decisions regarding 
difficult risk management questions.

Quantitative Policy Analyses for 
De-identification Policy:
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Prob(Re-identification) = 
Prob(Re-ident|Attempt)*Prob(Attempt)

Note that Prob(Attempt) & Prob(Reident|Attempt) are 
actually not likely to be independent - higher re-
identification probabilities are likely to increase re-
identification attempts.

 Some very useful frameworks exist for characterizing 
Data Intrusion Scenarios:
— Elliot & Dale, 1999, Duncan & Elliot Chapter 2, 2011

 We can frame the Prob(Attempt) in terms of: 
Motivation, Resources, Data Access, Attack Methods, 
Quasi-identifier Properties and Sets, Data Divergence 
Issues, and Probability of Success, Consequences and 
Alternatives for Goal Achievement

Data Intrusion Scenarios:
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Conceptualizing Data Intrusion

The information assumed about the Data 
Intruder’s state of knowledge and resources is 
called a “Data Intrusion Scenario”.

We can’t protect against every possible scenario, 
but we can protect against a realistic set of 
likely scenarios.

For example, it may be reasonable to assume
that there will be multiple data intruders each 
possessing different confidential knowledge.
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Classifying Variables 

—Identifying Variables
 Name, SSN, Address etc. (Should already be removed from the 

sample data)

—Key (or Quasi-identifier Variables)
 Variables that in combination can identify and are “reasonably 

available” in databases along with Identifying variables (e.g., Date of 
Birth, Gender, Zip Code) 

—Confidential Variables
 Variables that the intruder might know about a specific target, but 

which would be very unlikely to be known in general (Hosp. Adm. 
Date, Diagnoses, etc.)
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Conceptualizing Data Intrusion

A reasonable assessment of statistical disclosure 
risks should include:
— Formulating a comprehensive set of Data Intrusion 

Scenarios
— Estimating (conservatively) the “costs and 

availability” of the required data intrusion resources
— Conducting Statistical Disclosure Risk Analyses
— Calculating the risk of disclosure given the associated 

costs, etc.
— Providing a well-reasoned, clear and probablistically

coherent justification for the case that the risk of 
identification is “very small” (under HIPAA Expert 
Determination.
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 Specific-Target (aka “Nosy Neighbor”) Attacks (Have 
specific target individuals in mind: acquaintances or 
celebrities)

 Marketing Attacks (Want as many re-identifications as 
possible in order to market to these individuals, may 
tolerate a high proportion of incorrect re-
identifications, but this can come at the risk of being 
caught re-identifying)

 Demonstration Attacks (Want to demonstrate re-
identification is possible to discredit the practice or to 
harm the data holder; Doesn’t matter who is re-
identified so unverified re-identifications may also 
achieve intended goals)    

Three Main Data Intrusion Scenarios:
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Motivation: To acquire specific information vs. 
Discredit/Harm de-identification policies or data holders

Resources/Data Access: Statistical Skills; 
Knowledge/Data Access and Data Sources (Matters of 
Public Record, Commercially Available Data, Personal 
Knowledge); Computing Skills & Resources; Impediments 
provided by Computer Security and Governance/Legal 
controls.

Attack Methods: Primary Intrusion Scenarios (Specific 
Target, Marketing, Demonstration), Deterministic vs. 
Probabilistic matching, Multi-stage Linkage attacks with 
or without verifications steps. 

Data Intrusion Details:
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Quasi-identifier Properties and Sets
— Key Resolution
— Skewness
—Associations between Quasi-identifiers & “Special Unique” 

Interactions for Combinations of Quasi-identifiers 

Data Divergence Issues
—Missing Data Rates
 The “Myth of the Perfect Population Register”

—Time Dynamic Variables
—Measurement and Coding Variations and Errors 

Data Intrusion Details:



Importance of “Data Divergence”

Probabilistic record linkage has some capacity deal with 
errors and inconsistencies in the linking data between the 
sample and the population caused by “data divergence”: 
—Time dynamics in the variables (e.g. changing Zip 

Codes when individuals move, Change in Martial Status, 
Income Levels, etc.), 

—Missing and Incomplete data and
—Keystroke or other coding errors in either dataset,

But the links created by probabilistic record linkage are 
subject to uncertainty. The data intruder is never really 
certain that the correct persons have been re-identified.
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Probability of: 
—Success (Not only information from verifiable re-

identifications or economic gains, but also success in 
terms of desired policy or organizational harm goals)

—Consequences for Re-identification Attempts (Legal 
and/or Economic Ramifications for Re-identification 
Attempts)

Alternatives for Goal Achievement
—Are there preferable alternatives for data intruder’s goal 

achievement that have more cost-effective economic 
incentives or avoid negative consequences of re-
identification attempts? 

Data Intrusion Details:
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